
aking and selling food is hard.  It’s an industry where the ingredients costs are a high 
percentage of the sale price. There are layers of regulations to follow.  Short shelf life Mmeans production planning and order management are crucial. If something goes 

wrong, you don’t want to recall more product than is necessary.

Why waste time on manual systems? Let PackMin help.

PackMin is a solution designed specifically for the Australian wholesale food manufacturing 
industry.  Written and supported by an Australian owned company, it’s the ideal system for local 
manufacturers.

PackMin is a complete solution:
• Full batch and inventory tracking.
• Full recipe system with any level of intermediate steps.
• Integrated Purchase Order system with smart purchasing.
• Production planning system supporting:

• make to order,
• make to stock.

• Three different system interfaces:
• Standard windows application for admin staff,
• Touch-screens for the production floor (attached to scales, bar-code scanners etc.),
• Hand-helds for stock control and goods receival / dispatch.

• Smart order input system ensures orders get into the system fast and correctly.
• Full distribution system with stock allocation, labelling, palette planning, and invoicing.
• Automated integration with standard accounting systems.
• Integrated reporting system that keeps you on top of everything.

PackMin is very powerful but, at the same time, easy to use. 
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PackMin
Software that makes food manufacturing easy!



What our customers say

P a c k M i n

    I’m new to computers, but I find PackMin very easy to use.
My job used to involve three people and it was a problem when any one 
of them was away.  Now I can do it all on my own, and I have taught 
other people in the company how to do it.  Now there’s no problem when 
I’m away.
I also have a lot more time to do other things now that the system does 
the tedious things that had to be done manually before.

“

”

Contact Us

DavidsonTech

www.davidsontech.com.au
packmin@davidsontech.com.au

PO Box 1672
Fortitude Valley QLD 4006

Phone - 1300 799 454

    A system like PackMin takes a bit of time and effort to put in.  We’ve 
had our teething problems, but now it’s all come together and the system 
just works.  We trust our company to PackMin and it’s in good hands.
“

”

    I’ve been a purchasing officer in a few different companies and 
PackMin is the easiest system I have used.
I used to spend all my time just entering purchase orders.  Now I spend 
my time ringing around to make sure that we always get the best price.  
We are saving heaps on our purchases and my job is much more 
rewarding.”

““


